
 

 
 
 

Planning Reform: Supporting the high street and       
increasing the delivery of new homes 
Consultation response 
 
 
About PricedOut 
 
PricedOut is a campaign group focused on making housing affordable to people priced out              
of homeownership and people priced out of the areas they want to live. We believe there is                 
an acute housing crisis in England, and sustaining a marked increase in housebuilding in              
high demand areas will begin to address the problem. 
 
 
About our response 
 
This document comprises PricedOut’s response to Planning Reform: Supporting the high           
street and increasing the delivery of new homes. Consider our response in relation to all               
questions from 1.9 up to and including 1.20. 
 
We welcome the opportunity to feed back to government on proposals to extend permitted              
development rights. We need to build at minimum 300,000 homes a year in England, every               
year, focused in high cost areas. Each year we fail to do this is a year our housing crisis                   
bites harder in the short term and takes more time to put right in the long term. 
 
We are also pleased that the consultation document references the excellent reports written             
by London YIMBY and Create Streets, which correctly propose densifying existing           
residential areas as a great way to get many millions more homes built in England (although                
this solution should not be held up as a reason for not debating the value of building on                  
greenfield land, including the green belt). 
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Increasing the delivery of new homes using permitted development rights 
 
Permitted development rights are rights conferred on prospective builders in certain           
circumstances which allow them to get on and build without the need to apply for planning                
permission. The proposal put forward by government for consultation is to extend these             
rights to allow additional stories to be built on top of existing premises. This would mean that                 
the owner of a residential or commercial building could add more floors for use as housing                
without having to seek approval first. 
 
This is a very good idea. In order to build the homes we need, we need to pull out all the                     
stops. Cities should grow outwards by building on greenfield land close to transport links,              
and upwards by building beautiful, high quality, high density blocks on infill/brownfield sites.             
But the third strand is increasing the number of homes on existing residential streets. If               
homeowners could be mobilised to add existing dwellings on their properties in large             
numbers, a huge swathe of new homes could be brought forward. But the traditional              
planning process deters building owners from doing this, and in any case could not keep up                
with the vast number of individual permissions sought if this were attempted at scale. 
 
But the proposals out for consultation do not go far enough. If permitted development rights               
can help build the new homes we desperately need, why not extend them everywhere? 
 
When one steps back and considers the planning system overall, one sees that it is an                
absurd way of going about delivering homes in a sustainable and socially beneficial way. In               
the context of a housing crisis which sees millennials spending £44,000 more in rent over               
the course of their twenties than baby boomers did at the same age, simply by virtue of                 
being born in a time when housing is too scarce in the areas people want to live, it is utter                    
madness that every single home we build is subject to a political approval process in which                
local residents (who by definition are lucky enough to already have homes in the area) get a                 
say, but the beneficiaries of the new homes (who may be scattered around the country) do                
not. 
 
We need to totally overhaul the UK’s outdated, backward planning system. Permitted            
development rights should be the norm, not a special case smattered piecemeal across the              
housebuilding system in certain specific situations. 
 
 
Rule-based planning 
 
This does not mean we think anyone should be allowed to do whatever they want with the                 
land they own, regardless of the effect on the local area. There should be clear rules in place                  
about what can be built and where, which should include extensive national building             
regulations, local rules on use classes, and even rules about the look and feel of new                
developments so that where desired they can be in keeping with the local area. 
 
The difference would be that rather than enforcing these standards with an inconsistent and              
discretionary system which is both difficult to navigate and inherently biased towards existing             
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homeowners and local residents, there would be a transparent set of criteria which would              
leave landowners and other stakeholders in no doubt about what they can do with their land. 
 
 
But what about space standards, fire safety, electrical safety, weatherisation..? 
 
We need robust rules about construction standards, especially for housing. People need to             
be safe from fire and other hazards, in homes that are insulated well enough to keep out                 
cold, with enough space to thrive, and with good access to basic utilities. This is what                
building regulations are for. 
 
But there is no reason why these cannot be enforced after homes are built. If homes are                 
found to be lacking in one or more areas, developers or housing providers should be fined,                
and enforcement orders should ensure the homes are brought up to standard. In the worst               
cases, where this is not possible, the development should either change use or be              
demolished at the expense of the people who broke the rules. 
 
This is not a new idea. In fact, regulation in almost every other industry is done exactly like                  
this. There is no good reason why construction should be any different from the              
manufacturing of any other durable good. Were one to set up shop as a maker of                
refrigerators, one should be aware of the regulations on fridge manufacturing and comply. If              
a batch of fridges were faulty or unsafe, they would have to be recalled, and if this was a                   
result of negligence the fridge maker could be sued. But makers of fridges do not need to                 
wait for approval to assemble each new unit they produce. 
 
 
But what about local democracy? 
 
Proponents of the current system may argue that a political approval process for determining              
what can be constructed is necessary for democracy. Land, they may argue, both affects              
and is affected by its surroundings in a way that inherently lends itself to a system where its                  
use is restricted by local people. Its value is determined by its proximity to jobs and                
amenities, and what is on top of it directly affects the people around it because they have to                  
face the negative externalities of what is built there, be they environmental, financial, or              
aesthetic. 
 
But in a world with rule-based planning and no direct approval process, land use could still                
be determined democratically, just less continually. The existing Local Plan and           
neighbourhood plan processes, which allow councils and neighbourhoods to determine the           
direction of, and limited specifics for, the development that happens locally, are good             
foundations for a system where nearby residents can shape the rules that govern building. If               
these processes were adapted to the new system, this could enable a balance of clarity and                
certainty so developers can build the homes we need, and new development would still have               
a democratic mandate. 
 

 



 

Create Streets call this “moving the democracy upstream.” We believe this is a far better               
model than the current haphazard system in which local people have undue sway on every               
new development at the expense of people who live elsewhere. 
 
 
But what about social housing? 
 
One very legitimate criticism of existing permitted development rights, particularly the right            
introduced in 2013 to convert office space into homes, is that there is no requirement on                
developers to supply affordable housing alongside their private market rent/sale homes.           
Ordinarily a proportion of new homes developed on a site would be sold to a housing                
association or a similar organisation who would use them to let at a submarket rent to                
households on councils’ housing lists. 
 
Shelter has noted that the doubling of homes delivered through change of use since 2013               
has resulted in the loss of many thousands of desperately needed submarket rent homes,              
and so oppose the proposal to extend permitted development rights. We believe they are              
half right. We need to be building many, many more subsidised homes which are more               
affordable to the end user even than the current rent regimes in social housing. These               
homes, allocated to those in the greatest housing need, are essential to protect those at the                
bottom of the income distribution or those with complex needs from insecurity and             
homelessness. 
 
To ensure a new rule-based, permitted development style planning system supports the            
building of these types of homes, we should require a fixed proportion of the new homes in a                  
development to be social housing. This would depart from the current system of viability              
governing how many affordable homes are delivered - a system which essentially            
guarantees developers a minimum level of profit by allowing them to negotiate down the              
level of affordable housing they are to build when, for example, house prices are projected to                
be lower than they thought when they bought the land. 
 
The proportion of new homes that must be submarket should be the subject of further               
research, and should likely vary locally, with the areas with the highest housing costs relative               
to incomes likely requiring more. 
 
For smaller developments of less than ten additional units, where it would be impractical to               
require a proportion of social housing, a cash payment should be recouped instead which              
would fund the building of more land-led submarket rented housing by councils or housing              
associations. This could be paid in instalments over time by working age adults, or deferred               
until death for pensioners. 
 
If this system were the norm everywhere, only landowners would lose out in the long run, as                 
the opportunity cost of providing affordable housing would be factored into the price of the               
land developers pay. Sites viable for housing construction currently would only lose that             
viability under a fixed proportion approach if the physical cost of constructing the homes is               
too high for the development to break even given the new requirements (or “break” an               
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amount of expected profit to cover development risk), or if the requirements were set so high                
that developing the land as something other than housing became a better alternative.             
Excepting those circumstances, land prices would simply fall to account for the new             
restrictions placed on the land. 
 
 
Extending buildings upwards 
 
We understand our vision for planning is somewhat outside the scope of the proposals out               
for consultation. But the arguments above for making permitted development subject to            
robust rules the usual process for housebuilding can also be applied to extending permitted              
development rights to adding additional stories. We are strongly in favour of the extension of               
permitted development rights in the manner suggested in the consultation document, with            
the following exceptions. 
 
Just because these homes are additional should not stop their construction contributing to             
the supply of social housing. Owners who add less than ten units to the top of their building                  
should have to pay into a fund managed by Homes England (or the Greater London               
Authority in London) to support the building of low rent homes. 
 
For larger extensions comprising many new units, for example adding several stories on top              
of a large existing block, a mandatory proportion of the homes should be leased to a housing                 
association or similar body to provide social rent (or similarly low rent) homes. In the               
absence of further research, local councils should be able to decide on this proportion              
themselves. This is achievable because whereas national planning rules mandate that           
viability assessments must factor into affordable housing contributions, the fact that           
permitted development rights exist outside the traditional planning process makes fixed           
proportions a possible alternative. 
 
The consultation asks what height restrictions should be in place on adding additional             
stories. We believe that neighbourhood plans should have the power to impose rules on              
height restrictions, choosing from the alternatives laid out in the consultation document, but             
in the absence of plans imposing rules there should be no restriction. 
 
The consultation asks whether prior approval should be sought from the local council before              
undertaking works. We strongly suggest that prior approval not be necessary. This would             
defeat the purpose of liberalising planning to allow homes to be built without permission.              
That said, it will be necessary to notify the council about the works which will commence, so                 
that they can later enforce rules on standards and social housing. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
We believe extending permitted development style rights to the entire housebuilding system,            
setting clear and transparent rules about what can be built and where, and moving away               
from the uncertain and discretionary mess we use now, would herald a huge increase in               

 



 

building the homes we need. The current planning system puts the brakes on new homes by                
creating a needless political approval process which is difficult to navigate and inherently             
favours local homeowners. If we are to build the minimum 300,000 homes a year that we                
need, we need to overhaul planning. 
 
Furthermore we think this could be done without compromising on safety, standards, social             
housing, or democracy. If other industries can be regulated without every unit produced             
being subject to scrutiny, then housing can too. 
 
On the specific proposals to allow the upwards extension of existing buildings we are in               
favour. As well as allowing cities to grow outwards and upwards, we should be allowing               
existing residential and commercial buildings to densify and provide a home for a household              
currently priced out or otherwise excluded from the area they want to live. 
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For any clarification or further information please contact feedback@pricedout.org.uk  

 


